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Behavioral Deficits and Axonal Injury Persistence after Rotational Head Injury Are Direction Dependent

Sarah Sullivan,1 Stuart H. Friess,2 Jill Ralston,1 Colin Smith,3 Kathleen J. Propert,4 Paul E. Rapp,5 and Susan S. Margulies1

Abstract
Pigs continue to grow in importance as a tool in neuroscience. However, behavioral tests that have been validated in the rodent model do not translate well to pigs because of their very different responses to behavioral stimuli. We refined metrics for assessing porcine open field behavior to detect a wide spectrum of clinically relevant behaviors in the piglet post-traumatic brain injury (TBI). Female neonatal piglets underwent a rapid non-impact head rotation in the sagittal plane (n = 8 evaluable) or were instrumented shams (n = 7 evaluable). Open field testing was conducted 1 day prior to injury (day -1) in order to establish an individual baseline for analysis, and at days +1 and +4 after injury. Animals were then killed on day +6 after injury for neuropathological assessment of axonal injury. Injured piglets were less interested in interacting with environmental stimuli and had a lower activity level than did shams. These data were compared with previously published data for axial rotational injuries in neonatal piglets. Acute behavioral outcomes post-TBI showed a dependence on the rotational plane of the brain injury, with animals with sagittal injuries demonstrating a greater level of inactivity and less random usage of the open field space than those with axial injuries. The persistence of axonal injury is also dependent on the rotational plane, with sagittal rotations causing more prolonged injuries than axial rotations. These results are consistent with animal studies, finite element models, and studies of concussions in football, which have all demonstrated differences in injury severity depending upon the direction of head impact rotation.
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Introduction:
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a leading cause of death in children, with the highest incidence occurring in young children up to 4 years of age, with 76 hospitalizations and 5 deaths per 100,000 children annually.1,2 The anatomy and development of the pig brain resembles the human brain more closely than does the rodent brain.3-6 Whereas rodent brains are lissencephalic and have little white matter, porcine and human brains are gyrencephalic, and have a similar distribution of white and gray matter. Furthermore, changes in growth and myelination of the porcine brain during development are similar to those of the human brain, making the neonatal piglet a more appropriate model for the infant brain.7-9 Whereas the porcine model has many advantages, there is limited information available regarding immature porcine behavior following TBI. Open field testing has demonstrated that injured piglets have a decreased interest in exploring their environment,10 and that piglets with multiple brain injuries showed deficits in attention and short-term memory in a T-maze task.11 The further characterization of porcine behavior post-TBI will greatly increase the value of this model.

Our goal is to use this infant TBI brain model as a vehicle to investigate differences in pathology and behavior following closed head injury produced by two different planes of rotation (sagittal and axial). Different planes of rotation have been shown to produce differences in intracranial pressure, duration of unconsciousness, and cerebral blood flow in piglets post-injury.12 In a study by Eucker and colleagues,12 sagittal plane injuries were found to have the largest increases in intracranial pressure, the longest durations of unconsciousness, and the biggest decreases in cerebral blood flow of all three planes of rotation; however, sagittal injuries had similar levels of axonal injury (AI) and tissue infarction to the high rotational velocity group of axial plane injuries. Primate studies have shown that injury severity depends upon the head rotation direction as well, but that coronal head accelerations produced the most severe coma and diffuse AI.13,14 A detailed discussion of the
End tidal CO₂, oxygen saturation, heart rate, and core body temperature were monitored continuously (Surgivet V9204, Smiths Medical, Dublin, OH) until extubation post-injury or sham, and animals were ventilated as needed (Hallowell AWS, 1-3% isoflurane, Hallowell EMC, Pittsfield, MA). Two to three piglets from each group were randomly designated to the injury group (n = 11) and the other one to two piglets in the group were instrumented shams (n = 8). Injured animals underwent a rapid non-impact head rotation in the sagittal direction via the HYGE pneumatic actuator system (described previously12,17), which rotated the head rapidly through 58 degrees, with the center of rotation in the cervical spine. Average sagittal angular velocities were 149 ± 9 rad/sec (mean ± SD) with angular accelerations of 57,935 ± 4225 rad/sec². Sham animals were placed on the biteplate but not rotated. Piglets of the same age had been injured under the same protocol with rapid rotations in the axial plane for several previous studies. Injuries to these findings is given by Eucker and colleagues.12 Humans have also shown differing injury susceptibility based on the plane of head rotation. Analysis of concussion in football players revealed that impacts to the face mask result in concussions at lower head accelerations than do impacts to other portions of the helmet,15 and that finite element modeling of human adult TBI demonstrated that rotational direction affects the cumulative strain and injury risk, with rotations that contained an axial component producing the greatest injury risk.16 These studies present conflicting information about which rotational plane results in the most severe injuries, possibly because of differences in the anatomy of the species under consideration, and the injury outcomes being assessed; however, they all agree that the rotational plane plays an important role in the type and severity of the injury sustained. None of these studies investigated cognitive or behavioral changes following injury in multiple rotational planes, and none looked at longer-term pathological outcomes; therefore, our study is novel, because it links pathological and cognitive outcomes with the direction of head rotation.

Methods

The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Pennsylvania approved all protocols. Only positive conditioning with milk replacer as a reward was conducted, and no aversive conditioning was used.

Acclimation and pre-injury testing

Nineteen female neonatal piglets from five litters were studied in groups of three to four littermates per group. Littermates were housed together throughout the duration of the study. Two days prior to injury (day −2) naïve piglets were placed in an empty test space (1.2 m × 2.4 m) with a bowl of milk replacer (Littermilk, Land O Lakes, Arden Hills, MN) in the center. They were allowed to explore the space freely for 1 h to become acclimated to the testing environment, the research staff, and the food bowl.

Injury

On study day 0, all piglets were anesthetized with 4% isoflurane via a snout mask. Once a pinch reflex was extinguished, animals were intubated with a 3.0 mm endotracheal tube. Buprenorphine (0.02 mg/kg i.m.) was administered to all animals for analgesia. Once a pinch reflex was extinguished, animals were intubated with a 3.0 mm endotracheal tube. Buprenorphine (0.02 mg/kg i.m.) was administered to all animals for analgesia. The remaining littermates were placed in individual pet carriers in a separate room. All testing was recorded via camera and saved to DVD for later scoring by a naïve evaluator.

On each testing day, each animal was placed in a 1.2 m × 2.4 m pen with a single toy (19 cm diameter blue ball) at a consistent predetermined location and allowed to explore the space freely for 10 min (Fig. 1). An array of behaviors were tracked for presence or absence during each minute-long epoch and recorded as the number of epochs over which the behavior was observed. The behaviors assessed were: sniffing floor, walls, or toy; running, walking, standing still for > 1 sec, lying down, moving the toy, and attempting to escape the test space.

To assess piglet activity and patterns of space usage, the open field was divided into nine zones (Fig. 1), and the position of the piglet's snout within the open field was marked at 2 sec time intervals, resulting in a 300 character-long position sequence. This zone position sequence was evaluated by four measures adapted from symbolic dynamics: PDAG, Shannon Entropy, first order mutual information, and normalized Lempel-Ziv Complexity. The definitions and calculations of each measure are given in detail in the analysis section of the methods.

Analysis of open field locomotion

The open field 300-character sequence specifying the zone occupied by the piglet at 2-sec intervals was analyzed using four different measures to quantify the detailed internal structure of the piglet locomotion. The first measure, PDAG, quantifies how much a piglet tends to dwell in the same zone. Given a symbol alphabet of N_s distinct elements (N_s = 9 for number of zones in this study), P_s is defined as the probability that zone s will be followed by zone t. PDAG is defined as the average probability that a symbol will be followed by itself.

\[
P_{\text{DIAG}} = \left( \frac{\sum_{s} P_{s}}{N_s} \right) \left( \frac{\sum_{t} P_{t}}{N_s} \right)
\]

This calculation gives the probability that if a piglet is in a particular zone, it will be in that same zone at the next time point. PDAG varies between 0 and 1, where a 0 indicates that the piglet changed zones at every time point, and a 1 indicates that the piglet never changed zones.

The second measure, Shannon entropy, evaluated how much of the open field test space was utilized. Defined as:
Table 1. Overview of Data Used in Analysis of Locomotion Across Different Planes of Injury

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Friess 2009</th>
<th>Naim 2010</th>
<th>Total including this study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uninjured sham</td>
<td>n = 4</td>
<td>Uninjured sham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single axial injury</td>
<td>n = 3</td>
<td>Single axial injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double axial injury 24 h apart</td>
<td>n = 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aAnimals from Naim 2010 were taken from groups not treated with folate.

Pathology

The animals were euthanized on study day +6 to evaluate AI. Animals were anesthetized via snout mask with 4% isoflurane. Once a pinch reflex was absent, an intravenous sodium pentobarbital overdose was administered and brain tissue was fixed by transcardiac perfusion using 2 L of normal saline followed by 3 L of 10% buffered formalin (Spectrum Chemical, Gardena, CA). Brains were removed and post-fixed for 1 week at room temperature, then stored in 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Coronal slices 3 mm thick were taken from the entire rostral-caudal length of the fixed brains, resulting in 15–18 total slices that spanned the cerebrum, brainstem, and high cervical spinal cord. Sections were photographed and examined for visible tissue tears, intracerebral hemorrhage, and subarachnoid hemorrhage. After routine processing, the tissue was embedded in paraffin wax and 6-μm-thick slices were cut from each 3 mm section for microscopic evaluation. Slices were stained with the immunohistochemical markers for AI β-amyloid precursor protein (β-APP), and lightly counterstained with Meyer’s hematoxylin. All fields in these 15–18 slides were examined by a blinded neuropathologist (C.S.) at a scanning power of 5–10× magnification, with specific locations examined at 20–40× magnification. Locations of AI were marked on the digital photographs of the coronal sections.

The total brain area for each piglet was calculated by tracing photographs of each slice, measuring the area in Adobe Photoshop, and summing the area of each slice. Likewise, regions of AI marked by the neuropathologist were traced, the areas measured, and summed. Percent AI was obtained by dividing the total area of injury by the total brain area.

Previous study data used for comparison

Open field outcomes at day +1 post-injury from previously published axial rotation data11,18 were analyzed with the current sagittal rotation data set to make comparisons about how rotational plane impacts behavior (Table 1). The previously published studies all used 3-5-day-old piglets and the same rapid rotational injury model as the current study, but with an axial plane rotation. Furthermore, all piglets from these studies underwent similar open field testing 1 day after injury. Videos from this previous open field testing were re-analyzed to obtain the four new locomotion

Table 2. Angular Velocity Levels for Studies Used in Analysis of Axonal Injury Recovery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plane</th>
<th>6 h Velocity (rad/s)</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>6 days Velocity (rad/s)</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sagittal</td>
<td>166 ± 1.4a</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>149 ± 2.9b</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial</td>
<td>198 ± 3.9a</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>194 ± 2.9a</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aEucker 2011 (Groups SAG and HOR-HIGH )
bData from present study.

*Naim 2010 (Group INJ + Saline).
Mean and standard error shown.
measures. Uninjured shams from all studies were combined into a single sham group for analysis. In order to compare pathology recovery across both sagittal and axial rotational planes, the sagittal injury plane with 6 day survival data from this study was combined with data from previous studies that included sagittal and axial 6 h survival data,© and axial 6 day survival data. These studies all used 3-5-day-old piglets and the same rapid rotational injury model. However, to achieve the same initial AI volume, axial plane injured animals were injured at a higher angular velocity level than sagittal plane injured ones (Table 2). This velocity difference is likely the result of geometrical asymmetry of the piglet brain. Within each rotational plane, the angular velocity load levels were approximately the same between 6 h and 6 day survival studies. This means that all studies being compared had a consistent initial injury severity.

Statistical analysis

Data for each behavior and locomotion measure was analyzed for group (injured or sham) and day (+1 or +4) effects and interactions using a two way ANOVA for repeated measures. This was implemented using a mixed-effects model with group and day as the fixed effects and subject nested within group as the random effect. Behavioral measures were analyzed for injury plane (axial or sagittal) effects using a one way ANOVA. Pathology was analyzed for injury plane (axial or sagittal) and pathology time point (6 h post-injury or 6 days post-injury) effects using a two way ANOVA with no repeated measures. Post-hoc analysis was conducted using the Tukey–Kramer method for all analyses. Significance was defined as \( p < 0.05 \) and all results are reported as mean ± standard error unless otherwise noted.

Results

Mortality

Eleven animals underwent a rapid head rotation in the sagittal plane on day 0 of the study and eight were instrumented shams. Three injured animals were euthanized within hours of injury. These animals never regained full consciousness following injury and had large subdural hematomas on necropsy. The angular velocity levels of the animals that were euthanized early (138.6–158 rad/sec) were within the same range as the animals that survived (137.8–160 rad/sec). Furthermore, one sham animal that arrived with low body weight and poor circulation had difficulty tolerating anesthesia. Despite attempts to treat with subcutaneous saline and supplemental oral feedings, it was found dead in the housing facility the morning after the sham anesthesia. All further analysis considers only animals that survived the duration of the study, which includes \( n = 8 \) injured and \( n = 7 \) sham.

Open field behavior

Analysis of the behavior exhibited by the piglets in the open field demonstrated that injured piglets were less interested in interacting with environmental stimuli (Fig. 2). Both sniffing the toy and moving the toy showed significant injury effects when considering both post-injury days combined (sniffing toy: \( F\text{-ratio}=9.64, p<0.01 \); moving toy: \( F\text{-ratio}=12.25, p<0.01 \)). Injured animals sniffed the toy during an average of 6.9 epochs of the open field test and moved the toy during an average of 3.3 epochs, which is significantly lower than for sham animals, who exhibited these behaviors during 9.1 and 7.4 epochs respectively. Although the reduction in sniffing the toy after injury did not reach significance in the post-hoc analysis at either post-injury day of study, the moving

FIG. 2. Data from both post-injury days combined. Moving toy \( p<0.01 \), sniffing toy \( p<0.01 \). Mean and standard error shown.

the toy behavior was significantly reduced in injured animals compared with shams at day +4 (\( p=0.0241 \)). 

There was also a significant day and injury interaction effect in running and escaping behaviors (running: \( F\text{-ratio}=6.0, p=0.03 \); escaping: \( F\text{-ratio}=5.18, p=0.04 \)), indicating that despite the lack of significant differences in these measures with injury, injured and sham animals exhibited significantly different trends in how the measure changed with day. Injured animals showed an increase in epochs with running from day +1 (0.63±0.5) to day +4 (2.4±0.9), whereas sham animals showed a decrease (3.7±1.5 to 2±1.3). Similarly, injured animals had an increase in the escaping behavior from day +1 to +4 (0.1±1 to 1.6±0.8), whereas shams had a decrease (1.1±1 to 0.4±0.4). The other open field behaviors tracked showed no significant effects.

Open field locomotion

Analysis of piglet locomotion during the open field test demonstrated that injured piglets also had a lower activity level than shams. Whereas the number of epochs spent walking and standing still did not reveal this change, by using more sensitive measures, we were able to see changes in piglet locomotion with injury (Fig. 3). \( P_{\text{DIAG}} \) had a significant injury effect (\( F\text{-ratio}=5.15, p=0.04 \)) indicating that injured animals were more stationary than shams. Furthermore, the increase in \( P_{\text{DIAG}} \) from 0.44 on day −1 to 0.61 on day +1 in injured animals was significant (\( p=0.03 \)), whereas there were no significant differences between sham animals across each study day or between injured and sham animals on day −1. Shannon entropy demonstrated no differences between injured and sham animals, but did have a significant day effect (\( F\text{-ratio}=7.68, p=0.02, df=1 \)), with day +1 values (0.9±0.2) higher than day +4 values (0.82±0.3); however, neither were significantly different from day −1 (0.87±0.2). This decrease in entropy from day +1 to day +4 indicates that both groups of piglets went from visiting all zones of the open field with almost the same frequency to visiting a subset of zones with greater frequency than other zones. First order mutual information demonstrated no significant differences between injured and sham animals or changes over study day. This shows that the temporal stability of the position sequence was not affected by injury (sham: 2.72±0.07; injured: 2.79±0.06) or study day (day −1: 2.74±0.07; day +1: 2.87±0.05; day +4: 2.67±0.1). Lempel-Ziv Complexity showed no significant effects with the ANOVA, but there was a trend in
injured animals to less random motion on day +1 (0.55 ± 0.06) compared with their day −1 values (0.64 ± 0.03) and compared with shams on day +1 (0.67 ± 0.04).

To investigate if different head rotation directions contributed to different behavioral outcomes in the acute phase (day +1 post-injury), data from the open field at day +1 post-injury from two previous axial studies11,18 (Table 1) were re-analyzed to obtain these measures of locomotion. Analysis of the data demonstrated that during the acute phase, sagittal rotational injuries had significantly higher PDIAG values (0.61 ± 0.05) compared with both sham (0.47 ± 0.02) and axial injuries (0.41 ± 0.02), indicating a greater level of inactivity after a sagittal head rotation (p = 0.01 vs. sham and p < 0.001 vs. axial) (Fig. 4). Sagittal injuries also displayed a significantly lower Lempel-Ziv Complexity (0.55 ± 0.06) than axial ones (0.69 ± 0.02), indicating less random usage of the open field space (p = 0.0125).

**FIG. 3.** Box-and-whisker plot that shows median, 1st and 3rd quartile as the box and the minimum and maximum values as the whiskers. PDIAG Day −1 to Day +1 p = 0.03.

**FIG. 4.** Locomotion at Day +1 for different rotational planes of injury. Mean and standard error shown. PDIAG sagittal to sham p = 0.01. PDIAG sagittal to axial p < 0.001. Complexity sagittal to sham p = 0.08. Complexity sagittal to axial p = 0.0125.
Pathology

We further compiled AI data from our single rapid rotational studies in the 3–5-day-old piglet with different rotational planes (axial and sagittal) and survival times (6 h and 6 days). Note that to achieve similar volumes of AI at 6 h post-injury ($\approx 0.75\%$ of total brain), significantly higher velocities were used in the axial direction than in the sagittal one (Table 2 and Fig. 5). This is likely because of the biomechanical consequences of the nonaxisymmetric brain shape. Within each plane of rotation, the peak angular velocity was approximately the same for both survival times. Representative coronal sections of a brain from each group stained with $\beta$-APP demonstrate the differing persistence of axonal injury depending upon the plane of injury (Fig. 6). For both directions, at 6 h survival there was considerable general upregulation of $\beta$-APP, indicating a degree of general ischemia, resulting in a widespread low-level brown discoloration of the sections. However, abnormal axons can be identified because of their more intense brown immunoreaction. By 6 days, the widespread $\beta$-APP upregulation had gone, resulting in much less background staining. However, only sagittal plane rotations resulted in marked $\beta$-APP staining at 6 days post-injury (Fig. 6C). This qualitative observation was corroborated by our quantitative analysis of $\beta$-APP staining (%AI), in which the amount of AI remained unchanged after 6 days for sagittal injuries ($0.66\% \pm 0.16\%$ at 6 h survival vs. $0.81\% \pm 0.05\%$ at 6 day survival), whereas for axial injuries AI was significantly decreased after 6 days ($0.81\% \pm 0.11\%$ at 6 hr survival vs $0.18\% \pm 0.03\%$. $p < 0.001$) (Fig. 5).

Discussion

Pigs continue to grow in importance as a tool in neuroscience because of their gyrencephalic brain, which resembles the human brain more closely in growth and development than does a rodent model.4–6 This also makes piglets particularly well suited to studies of pediatric populations, and the immature piglet model of TBI has been shown to have many similar findings observed in infant TBI.17,22 Furthermore, this infant piglet model exhibits an injury pattern and severity that is dependent upon rotational plane, similar to experimental and finite element findings in primates and humans.12,14–16 Unfortunately, there is a paucity of validated behavioral tests for the immature piglet model, and those used on rodents do not translate well to pigs because of their different motor abilities, handling needs, and responses to stimuli (e.g., the well-known aversion of mice to light and open spaces is not observed in pigs).4–6,23 As more robust and refined behavioral tests are developed for the porcine TBI model, it will be...
important to consider the role of the rotational plane on pathological and behavioral outcomes.

Analysis of the open field behaviors showed a significant decrease in exploratory behaviors after a rapid sagittal head rotation (decreased interaction with the toy compared with sham, by ANOVA). Other studies have also analyzed porcine open field behavior for cognitive changes. Donald and colleagues found an increase in exploratory behaviors in pigs treated with azaperone, a drug used to reduce stress in commercial pigs, suggesting that decreased exploration could be associated with stress and fear.24 The decreases in exploratory behavior seen in this study could be indicative of lethargy, fear of novelty, or inability to recognize novel stimuli. It should be noted that on study day \(+4\) there was no difference between the number of epochs of running in injured and sham animals; however, there remained a significant difference between the number of epochs spent moving the toy, which suggests that the decrease in exploratory behavior seen in injured animals is not merely a result of motor deficits or lethargy.

A number of studies have assessed porcine open field locomotion using measures such as number of lines crossed, total distance traveled, number of bouts of movement, and total time of inactivity.24–30 This is the first time that porcine locomotion has been assessed using tools that are sensitive to both the frequency of zone visits and the pattern of space usage. With the exception of \(P_{DAG}\), which was developed for this study, the other measures have been used to assess behavioral patterns in other situations, such as following administration of psychoactive compounds and following blast exposure.28–32

The data indicated not only differences in open field exploration and locomotion between injured and sham animals in this study, but also differences between animals injured by rotations through the axial and sagittal planes. The previous axial plane studies generally showed decreases in exploratory behaviors as well, but the overall injury effect was not significant.10,11 This indicates that the sagittal plane injury produced greater exploratory deficits than the axial plane injury. The persistence of these exploratory deficits to day \(+4\) post-injury in the sagittally injured animals despite the abatement of motor deficits, indicates that decreases in exploration may arise, at least in part, from cognitive sources, and suggests greater persistent cognitive impairment in sagittal plane injuries than in axial plane injuries. Furthermore, our results indicated two distinct neurofunctional presentations post-TBI. Sagittal plane injured animals exhibited highly patterned (low Lempel-Ziv Complexity) and stationary (high \(P_{DAG}\)) motion in the open field, whereas axial plane injured animals showed more random and frequent movements. This spectrum of locomotion fits with the extremes of apathetic and disinhibited behaviors reported after TBI in human adults and children.33–38 Our animals experiencing sagittal head rotations exhibited apathetic-like behaviors, in contrast to axial plane rotation animals, which exhibited more disinhibited behaviors.

In addition to having different acute behavioral changes post-TBI, the two injury planes demonstrated a different time course of AI recovery. Whereas axial plane injuries exhibited a significant decrease in AI from 6 h to 6 days post-injury, sagittal plane injuries exhibited no change in AI. Because \(\beta\)-APP staining does not necessarily indicate irreversible injury, it is likely that much of the AI seen at 6 h post-injury in the axial group was a transient arrest of APP axonal flow, but not structural axonal damage. In contrast, the sagittal plane injury produced a prolonged disruption to normal axonal function. This difference in underlying AI and time course for recovery could indicate that there will also be differences in long-term behavioral outcomes.

**Limitations**

This study is limited in that in order to investigate the differences in pathology and behavior with rotational plane, we have combined data from several different, though comparable, previously published studies. However, several differences among the studies being compared could be confounders. First, none of the axial behavior studies incorporated day \(-1\) testing. This additional day of testing could have contributed to habituation in the sagittal plane injured animals that axial plane injured animals did not experience. Habituation is unlikely, however, as only one of our behavioral measures showed a significant day effect (Shannon entropy), and, consequently, we did not compare this measure with the axial plane studies. Second, the open field in the axial plane injured animals had more than one toy, whereas the current study employed an open field with just a single toy. The single toy chosen for the current study was the one preferred by most of the animals in the previous study, and is less likely to influence our analysis. Third, the Friess 2009 study11 included animals with single and double head rotations before day \(+1\) testing, which could produce a broader spectrum of injury severity. Finally, we do not know how the pathology between axial and sagittal plane injuries compares at 24 h post-injury when they demonstrated different open field locomotion. Whereas the injuries were comparable at 6 h post-injury, we do not know how they may have changed by 24 h. Unpublished data from sagittal plane injuries with the same rotational velocity as this study indicate that axonal injury is significantly increased from 6 h to 24 h post-injury \((n=11, \text{average } \%\text{AI} = 1.35\%, \text{SD} = 0.22\%). However, similar 24 h post-injury pathology is unavailable for axial plane rotations.

Other limitations of the study include the limited post-injury time interval (4 days), which does not capture longer-term deficits and recovery. Future work should look at longer survival times to increase the ability of the research to be translated to long-term outcomes in the pediatric population. Finally, because our study goal was to create a narrow range of initial neuropathology rather than a broad spectrum, a correlation of each behavioral metric to AI cannot be performed in a meaningful manner. Further studies should include the addition of animals with both milder and more severe injuries in one of the rotational planes, to evaluate how well the behavior outcomes correlate to severity or distribution of neuropathology.

**Conclusion**

In summary, we present refined metrics for assessing porcine behavior that allow us to detect a full spectrum of clinically relevant behaviors in the piglet post-TBI, from lethargic and apathetic to kinetic and anxious. Second, we have shown that acute behavioral outcomes post-TBI are dependent upon the rotational plane of the brain injury. Furthermore, the time course of recovery for AI is also dependent upon the rotational plane, with sagittal rotations exhibiting more prolonged injuries than the axial plane. We emphasize the importance of validating neurofunctional assessments across a range of injury models in the development of robust outcome measures.
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